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HARMONIC MEASURE AND DOMAINS BOUNDED

BY QUASrCONFORMAL CIRCLES1

DONALD  K.  BLEVINS

Abstract. We index the class of quasiconformal circles by k

between zero and one such that k=Q corresponds to arbitrary

Jordan curves and k=l to circles. We establish an estimate

depending on k for harmonic measure in a domain bounded by a

quasiconformal circle. Applications of this estimate are made to

boundary correspondence under conformai maps, Hardy class of

certain functions and a Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem.

1. A Jordan curve F in C is called a quasiconformal circle if there is a

quasiconformal map / of a neighborhood V of the unit circle S into C

such that F=f(S). Ahlfors [1] proved the following necessary and suffi-

cient metric condition that F be a quasiconformal circle. We designate

the chordal distance between points zx, z2eC by q(zx, z2) and define the

chordal cross ratio of the quadruple zx, z2, z3, z4 in C by

X(,   -    ,       .      q(zx, z2)<?(z3,24)
-<*(zl> Z2> Z3> Zi) —      , .      . .   •

l(2x, z3)q(z2, zA

Ahlfor's condition then is that T is a quasiconformal circle if and only if

sup(X(zi, z2, z3, zA+X(z2, z3, z4, z1)) is finite, where the supremum is

taken over all ordered quadruples zx, z2, za, z4 on F.

Based on this condition, we say a Jordan curve T is a k-circle, where

0</c<l, if

(1.1) X(zx, z2, z3, zf) + X(z2, z3, z4, zx) = l/k

for all ordered quadruples zx, z2, z3, z4 on F. By the obvious extension

of (1.1) we say an arbitrary Jordan curve is a 0-circle.

Note that the left-hand side of (1.1) is always greater than or equal to

one, and a 1-circle is a Euclidean circle or straight line. Thus the class

of fc-circles, as k runs from zero to one, in some sense interpolates between
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arbitrary Jordan curves and the simplest Jordan curves, circles. The

results in this paper illustrate some aspects of this interpolation property.

In the following we will discuss some properties of domains bounded

by ¿-circles. We call such a domain a k-domain. In §2, we derive a basic

estimate for harmonic measure on a ¿-domain, and in §3 we apply this

result to obtain results on boundary correspondence under conformai

maps, a Phragmén-Lindelof type theorem, and results on the Hardy

class of certain functions.

Before continuing we establish some notation and terminology. B(z0, r)

is the open disk {z:\z-z0\<r}, B(r)=B(0,r) and B=B(\). S(z0, r) is

the boundary of B(z0, r), S(r) = S(0, r) and S=S(l). The complement

of a set D is denoted by ~Z). A domain R with two complementary

components is called a ring domain or simply a ring. Such a domain is

conformally equivalent to the punctured plane, a punctured disk, or an

annulus {z:a<|z|<¿>}. We define the modulus of R, Mod(Ä), in the

first two cases to be infinite and in the last case to be log(b/a). We will use

the technique of circular symmetrization and the fact that the modulus

of a ring is not decreased by symmetrization [3].

2. In this section we develop an estimate for harmonic measure on a

¿-domain. We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let F be a k-circle with 0, oo e F. Let D be a domain

contained in ~ c\(B(d)) bounded by one arc C ofS(d) and a closed subarc Fx

of F with co e Fx. Let z0e D and designate the harmonic measure of C at

z0 with respect to D by cu(z0, C; D). Then

(2.1) o)(z0, C; D) = (4/7r)arctan((i4/|zol)"/2<,'-arc8ilUr)).

Proof. Let/be the conformai map of D onto B normalized such that

/(z0) = 0 and C corresponds to {e'9:|ö|<7ra>} where co = w(z0, C; D).

Let /' be the interval [0, 1] and / be the pre-image under foil'. Now/

can be extended by reflection in C to a map which we will continue to

denote by / which maps (£>UCUÍJ)~(]ru/)=.R conformally onto

C~([0, +oo]V{eie:iroj — 0=2Tr—ttw}) = A, where * denotes reflection

in C. Thus Mod(Ä)= Mod(^l).

We now form the ring Rx which is the circular symmetrization R with

respect to the ray [0, + oo]. The bounded component of the complement

of R is /u/ which is a continuum joining z0 and d2/z0. Thus the bounded

component of Rx contains the interval [d2l\z0\, |z0|].

The unbounded component of the complement ofR, call it G, is bounded

by Fx and its reflection. For r—d, S(r)nG contains a subarc with end-

points Pu P2 on Fx, such that oo lies between Px and P2 on Fx. Since

Fx is a subarc of the ¿-circle F, we may apply inequality (1.1) with zx=Px,
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z2=co, z3=P2, z4=0 to obtain (\P2\ + \Px\/\P2-Px\)^l/k or

(2.2) (|FX - P2\/2r) = k.

Hence the angular separation of F, and F2 is at least 2 arcsin k. Similarly,

for r<d, S(r)r¡G contains a subarc with endpoints Px, P2 on f1; such

that 0 lies between Px, P2 on Fx. Px and F2 are obtained by reflection from

points Px, P2 on I\ and since X(zx, z2, z3, z4) is invariant under reflection

we again obtain inequality (2.2) and again conclude the angular separation

of Px and F2 is at least 2 arcsin k. Thus we have shown that the symmetri-

zation Rx of R is contained in the ring R2 with complementary components

the interval [d2/z0, z0] and {z:7t— arcsin &^ arg(z)^7r+ arcsin &}. Thus

(2.3) Mod(A) = Mod(Ä) = Mod(Rx) = Mod(F2).

The first inequality is by symmetrization and the second by monotonicity

of the modulus.

A branch of the function g(z) = (z/\z0\y with a=tt¡(tt— arcsin k)

maps R2 conformally onto the ring bounded by the negative real axis

and the interval [(d/\zf\fa, 1]. We now map the ring A onto a ring bounded

by the negative real axis and a slit [a, 1] by the following sequence of

maps. A branch of hx(z)=(—z)1/2 maps A conformally onto the ring Ax

bounded by the imaginary axis and a circular arc. Next the map

b2(z) = (l—iz)/(z—i) maps Ax onto the ring A2 bounded by the imaginary

axis and the interval

[sin ^770)/(l + cos %ttw), sin \Trm/(l — cos ^irm)].

Finally the function h3(z) — ((l— cos ^7rco)z/sin \ttw)2 maps A2 onto the

ring bounded by the negative real axis and the interval

[((1 — COS |77C0)/(1 + cos \tuo))2, 1].

Now (2.3) implies Mod(g(F2))^ Mod(/¡3 ° h2 ° hx(A)) and thus by the

monotonicity of the modulus

(d/\z0\)2 = ((l - COS fflW)/(l  + COS |W»2

or solving for a>, co(z0, C; D)^(4/7r)arctan((d/|z0|)W2<17-arcsin,t)).

We shall now use Lemma 2.1 to derive the following theorem on sub-

harmonic functions, which in turn yields an estimate for harmonic

measure.

Theorem 2.2. Let D be a k-domain with 0 e dD. Let G be a domain

with G<^D(JB(d). Let u be a subharmonic function defined in G with

u(z)=l for all zeG and lim supz^c u(z)=0 for all £ e dG n~cl(B(d)).

Then

(2.4) u(z0) = (4/7T)arctan((dl\z0\f'2h-RICsink))    for all z0 e G.
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Proof. We may assume z0=— /<— d<0. Since oo ^ D there is a

smallest positive a>l such that —a e dD. We may assume a= oo. If not,

the Möbius transformation T(z)=z(a—l)l(a+z) maps 0 to 0, —/ to

—/, a to oo and T(cl(B(d)))<=c\(B(d)), and we may consider the function

u o F-1 on the domain T(G).

Given «>0 with d+e<.l, there exists a unique closed subarc of dD,

Ft, with oo e Fe and Fe<=~c\(B(d+e)) except for its endpoints which

lie on S(d+s). Thus Fe is a cross cut of the domain ~cl(B(d+e))

dividing it into two disjoint domains. One of these domains contains z0;

call this domain Dc. The boundary of Dt consists of Ft and an open arc

C^S(d+e).

Let w(z)=w(z, Ct; DA. We claim u(z)=w(z) for all z 6 Gr¡DE. Note

3(Gni)£)c(aGn5£)uCe. For £ e Q, w(t)=l while by hypothesis

a(C)<l SO M(0^O)(0.
For £ 6 (9G O 5£), we have by hypothesis w(£)=0 and since the harmonic

measure is always nonnegative, w(£)_w(£). Thus m(£)_cu(£) for all

£ e d(GCïDA and by the maximum principle for subharmonic functions,

u(z)=w(z) for all z eGC\De as claimed. In particular u(z0)=co(z0), and

fl>(zo) = (4/*r)arctan(((d + £)/|z0|)W2<T-arcsini:))

by (2.1). Thus (2.4) follows as e goes to zero.

Theorem 2.2 yields the following estimate on harmonic measure in

a ¿-domain. For ¿=0 this reduces to a well-known estimate due to Beurling

[2], while for ¿=1 it is a rather obvious estimate for harmonic measure

in a half plane.

Corollary 2.3. If D is a k-domain and E is a Borel subset of dD

with the Euclidean diameter of E less than or equal to d and if z0e D with

the Euclidean distance from z0 to E greater than or equal to I, then

(2.5) œ(z0, E; D) = (4/7r)arctan((d/0*/2(!'-arc8in*)).

Proof. We may assume OeF. We apply Theorem 2.2 with G=D

and u(z) = u>(z, E; D) to obtain (2.5).

3. If / is a conformai map of B onto a Jordan domain D, K.

Matsumoto [4] has shown that sets on dD with Hausdorff ^-dimensional

measure zero correspond to sets of linear measure zero on S. The following

theorem generalizes this result.

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a homeomorphism of B onto D such that f

is conformai in D. If D is a k-domain and E^dD has Hausdorff

ir\2(TT—arcsin k)-dimensional measure zero, thenf~l(E) has linear measure

zero.
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Proof. It suffices to show co(0,/_1(F); B)=0, and hence by invariance

of harmonic measure under conformai maps, it suffices to show

cu(f(0), E; D)=0.
For convenience of notation, let v,=tt/2(tt—arcsin k), I be the distance

from/(0) to E. Given r, £>0, since pa(E)=0 there is a countable collection

of disks ôi with radii r{ such that /•,</-, £<= (J ¿.^ and 2r?<£. Now
let E—dDr^di, so for each i, the diameter of F, is less than or equal to

2r¡. By Corollary 2.3,

«.(/(O), £¿; Ö) ̂  ^ arctan((^)a) ^ ^0)%f.

Thus

co(f(0), 3D n (U ôi); D)^2 w(/(°)' &> ̂

Since F<=<7/)n((J r3¿), and since s is arbitrary, F has measure zero, as

claimed.

As a further application of the results of §2, we consider the Hardy

class of an analytic function whose range is contained in a A:-domain.

We recall the following definition of HP(D). If D is a domain in C and /

is a function analytic in D then/e HP(D) if |/(z)|p has a harmonic majorant

in/).

Theorem 3.2. Let D be a domain in C and D' a k-domain. If f is

analytic withf(D)<=D' thenfe Hv(D)forallp with0<p<Tr/2(Tr—arcsin k).

Proof. Let F=dD'. We may assume 0, co e F. It suffices to show the

function \w\v has a harmonic majorant u(w) in D', for then u(f(z)) is a

harmonic majorant for \f(z)\v.

For each r>0 let cor(z)=a)(z, rrv~cl(£(/■)); D'). Let D" be the image

of D' under T(z)=l/z, F" the corresponding image of F n~cl(B(/)).

Note F"<^B(l/r) and /)" is a fc-domain. By invariance of harmonic

measure cor(z)=co(l/z, F"; D") and thus by Theorem 2.2, setting

p0=Tr[2ÍTr—arcsin k),

4 //|z|V°\       C
coJz) < — arctan I ( — |   I < —

TT \\r! ! - r™

where C is a constant depending on z but not on r. Hence for pKpo

the integral u(z)=p J¿° wT(z)rp~1 dr converges and represents a harmonic

function in D'.
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As z tends to a boundary point £, we have lim^ cor(z)=a)r(£) where

o)r(£)=0 if | £!>/-, and cor(£)=l if |£|</\ Thus by dominated convergence

lim u(z) = p     wXiV'1 dr = p\    rv~l dr = |£|».
z->{ Jo Jo

Thus w(z) is a harmonie majorant for the subharmonic function \z\v.

As a final application of Theorem 2.2 we prove a Phragmen-Lindelöf

type theorem for ¿-domains.

Theorem 3.3. Let D be a k-domain with £0 e dD, £0#oo. Let u be

a subharmonic function on D with lim supz_ç u(z)=0for all £ e 3D~{£0}.

Set M(r, £o, w) = sup{w(z):z g DnS(£0, r)}. If

(3.1) lim inf M(r, £0, uyM*-**<**w < 0
r->0

then u(z)-=0for all zeD.

Proof. We may assume £0=0. Choose z0e D and for each r<|z0|/2,

let yr be an arc of S(r) forming a cross cut of D separating 0 from z0 in

D. Let Dr be the domain thus formed containing z0. Then by the two

constants theorem for subharmonic functions we have

(3.2) u(z0) = M(r, £o, u)m(z0, yr; Dr).

By Theorem 2.2 we have

a>(z0,yr; Dr) ^ (4/7r)arctan((r/|zoir/2(*-arcsin*)) = CrW2(,r-atC8ink)

where C depends on z but not on r. Thus from (3.2) for each r<|z0|/2,

u(z0) = CM(r, £o, M)r"/2<"-arcsini) Thus by (3^ M(Z())<o and since z0

is arbitrary the result follows.
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